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Sign up your colleagues
You can support the work of the PSA and your local delegates  
by asking your colleagues to JOIN their union.

13 July 2021

Why you should reject this offer  and Vote No
The CPSU NSW is strongly urging all members to vote NO to the proposed agreement Serco are 
offering from Wednesday 14 July 2021.  

Serco are telling you it is a fair offer and their last and only offer.  The CPSU NSW says it is neither.  

This is the third Bulletin in a series that details the shortcomings of Serco’s proposal – you can find 
the previous Bulletins part 1 and part 2 

Rostering

As if your work wasn’t difficult enough, the demands of shiftwork make it all the more taxing.  

There are the long hours, the travel, the nights, the changes at late notice, the juggling of family 
responsibilities and the exhaustion……

Whilst your wages must be an obvious primary concern, in your Union’s experience a bad roster 
cannot be compensated for.  It is why we sought for some basic rostering rights to be included in 
the agreement which would then be enforceable.  

Now Serco wants to remove the loading, and by doing so will remove the incentive and the roster 
pressure will fall on everyone. 

Another example of Serco not listening to anyone but their shareholders. 

Things like :

• detailing the number of breaks and how long they are in each roster cycle

• minimum turnarounds when switching from day to night shift or back again

• maximum number of successive shifts that can be worked

• access to leave at short notice and,

• a union-backed committee that assesses and negotiates roster changes and issues during 
the term of the agreement.  

https://publicserviceassociationofnsw1.createsend.com/campaigns/reports/viewCampaign.aspx?d=j&c=35B4E929707B22DC&ID=0FB7080EF5C9B4082540EF23F30FEDED&temp=False&tx=0&source=Report
https://publicserviceassociationofnsw1.createsend.com/campaigns/reports/viewCampaign.aspx?d=j&c=35B4E929707B22DC&ID=E7565A3AECFE766A2540EF23F30FEDED&temp=False&tx=0&source=Report
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They are little measures that make your working life just a little more manageable, and bear no 
cost to the company.  

Serco’s response? An underwhelming no. Instead of incorporating your ideas and negotiating 
clauses that provide you rights, they made up rules by themselves that only serve themselves.  

VOTE NO!
An agreement that the company has designed with NO rostering protections for you?

That deserves a NO vote from you on Wednesday!

Let’s stand together and get rid of this demeaning proposal, and fight for something better! 

VIDEO - Vote NO to the 
proposed EBA
Vote NO to the proposed EBA - to get back to 
the bargaining table to make sure workers at the 
Clarence Correctional Centre are given a fair go! - 
see video

Podcast - Vote No
How does Serco make a profit at Clarence 
Correction Centre?

Listen to the podcast to get an insight

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=967274354121574
https://www.facebook.com/CPSUNSW/posts/1402254866841653

